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Abstract— We are interested in probabilistic models of space
and navigation. We describe an experiment where a Koala robot
uses experimental data, gathered by randomly exploring the
sensorimotor space, so as to learn a model of its interaction with
the environment. This model is then used to generate a variety
of new behaviors, from obstacle avoidance to wall following to
ball pushing, which were previously unknown by the robot. The
learned model can be seen as a building block for a hierarchical
control architecture based on the Bayesian Map formalism.
Index Terms— Navigation, space representation, learning, behavior, bayesian model.

I. I NTRODUCTION AND RELATED WORK
This paper is concerned with the domain of probabilistic
modeling for space representation and navigation. Most of
the approaches in this domain try to represent a large environment with a single global model, in the form of a map.
Such approaches, because of the difficulty of this task, are
generally tailored toward one specific use of this map, such
as localization, planning, or simultaneous localization and
mapping. For instance, on the one hand, Markov localization
[1] and Kalman Filters [2] have focused on the localization
process, either in a metric map such as an occupancy grid
[3], or a topological map [4], or even a hybrid representation
[5], [6]. On the other hand, many planning techniques have
been developed in the context of probabilistic models of the
environment [7], [8].
However, representing accurately and coherently a large
environment with a single, flat model is still a difficult task.
We follow an alternative approach and focus on modular
and hierarchical models. Indeed, in previous works, we have
defined the Bayesian Map formalism for defining probabilistic
models of sensorimotor relationships and Operators (Abstraction, Superposition) for putting together such models [9], [10],
[11]. That is why our context, in this paper, is the definition
of an initial Bayesian Map based on a low-level sensorimotor
relationship, in order to provide a building block for a future
hierarchy.
In the Bayesian Map formalism, maps are probabilistic
models that provide navigation resources in the form of behaviors. These behaviors are formally defined by probabilistic
distributions computed from the map. On the other hand, the
literature typically defines behaviors as goal-oriented models,
and maps as goal-independent models [12], [13], without
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explicating their relationship. So, in this article, we describe
an experiment we have made in order to investigate how the
learning of maps and behaviors can be articulated.
Indeed, this experiment demonstrates the possibility, for
a mobile robot, to learn a model of its interaction with
the environment (a Bayesian Map), starting from a known
behavior and then to use this model to generate various
behaviors not previously known by the robot.
The rest of this paper is structured as follows. Section II
describes the scenario of our experiment, the way our probabilistic model is learned and the way it can then be used to
provide behaviors. In Section III, the implementation of the
experiment on a Koala mobile robot is detailed. Section IV
presents the results and the obtained behaviors. Finally, Section V discusses some open issues relevant to this work, in
particular, with respect to including the learned model in a
subsequent hierarchy of Bayesian Maps.
II. E XPERIMENT D ESCRIPTION
A. Principle
The scenario of our experiment is as follows.
A robot is given an initial behavior and is asked to apply
it in the environment. While it performs this behavior, the
sensory inputs and motor commands are recorded. These are
the observations needed to learn the effect of an action on the
perceptions of the robot. These observations are then used to
build an internal representation of the environment, in the
form of a probabilistic model, which encodes the correlation
between the perceptions and the actions of the robot.
Once learned, this model is then used to estimate the
probable consequences of an action, knowing the sensor
data. Being able to estimate these consequences, the robot
can evaluate which action will get it closer to the goal
corresponding to the current navigation task. Defining such
goals will be the means to generate different new behaviors
for the robot. In other words, a behavior defines a goal in
the sensorimotor representation: reaching this goal solves a
particular navigation task in the environment. In order to solve
several navigation tasks, we will define several behaviors
using the learned model.
B. Learning the probabilistic model
The learned probabilistic model follows the dependency
structure defined in the Markov localization framework [1],
[14]. However, as the focus of this model is not localization

but behavior generation, it more precisely falls into the
Bayesian Map formalism.
The Markov localization model corresponds to the following probabilistic dependency structure:
P (P Lt Lt+∆t A)
= P (Lt )P (A)P (P | Lt )P (Lt+∆t | A Lt ),

(1)

where P is a perception variable at time t, A is an action
variable at time t, and Lt and Lt+∆t are instances of a
location variable at times t and t + ∆t, respectively. In the
following, we will call P (P | Lt ) the sensor model, because it
describes what should be seen on the sensors given the current
location. P (Lt+∆t | A Lt ) will be called the prediction model,
because it describes what location the robot should arrive at,
given the past location and action.
We now define parametric forms for the terms in this probabilistic model. P (Lt ) and P (A) are uniform distributions, as
we have neither prior knowledge on the location of the robot
at time t, nor on the action to apply. The sensor model and the
prediction model are both assigned Gaussian distributions:
P (P | Lt ) = Gµ1 (Lt ), σ1 (Lt ) (P ),
P (Lt+∆t | A Lt ) = Gµ2 (A,Lt ), σ2 (A,Lt ) (Lt+∆t ),
where µ1 and σ1 are respectively the mean and variance
functions of the sensor model, and where µ2 and σ2 are
respectively the mean and variance functions of the prediction
model. As this paper focuses on the learning of the prediction
term, the description of the sensor model is not detailed here
(see Section III). To complete the model, we now show how
the µ2 and σ2 functions are experimentally identified.
These functions can be obtained using the sensorimotor
data recorded while the robot is applying the initial behavior.
Indeed, at each time step, the location and the action of the
robot are recorded. Thus, for each hA, Lt i pair, the mean and
variance of the robot location at the next time step can be
computed using the data history.

Fig. 1.

The Koala mobile robot (K-Team company).

The intuitive interpretation of this computation will best be
detailed on an example (see Section IV-A).
Having computed the probability distribution over A, we
can now draw at random according to this distribution an
action to perform to move closer to the goal. This action is
executed by the robot to move in the environment: the robot
is therefore applying a behavior.
III. A PPLICATION ON A KOALA ROBOT
A. Experimental platform
The experiment we describe here has been carried out on
a Koala mobile robot: see Fig. 1.
This robot is equipped with two blocks of three lateral
wheels. As they are independent, the robot can turn on the
spot. We command the robot by its rotation and translation
speed (respectively Rot and T rans) of the robot. The Koala
robot is equipped with 16 infrared sensors. Each sensor
can measure the ambient luminosity or the proximity to the
nearest obstacle. In fact, the latter is an information on the
distance to the obstacle within 25 cm which depends a lot of
the nature (orientation, color, material, etc.) of the obstacle
and the ambient luminosity. In our experiment, we only used
the proximity measure.
The experiment took place in a large hall, on a smooth
floor. The environment of the robot consisted mainly of white
boards: see Fig. 6 for a typical example.

C. Using the probabilistic model

B. Probabilistic model details

Once the probabilistic model is learned, the robot can solve
navigation tasks. These tasks consist in trying to reach some
goal in the sensorimotor space chosen by the programmer. To
solve such a navigation task, the following question is asked
to our model:

In Section II, we have given the general outline of our
probabilistic model. Here it is instantiated to match the
features of the Koala robot.
The perception variable is a set of 16 variables
P x0 , . . . , P x15 corresponding to the proximity sensors of the
robot. Each variable has an integer value between 0 and 1023.
The closer the obstacle is to the sensor, the higher the value.
The action variable represents the different rotation speeds
the robot can apply. Indeed, in this experiment we have
chosen to set the translation variable to a fixed value, so that
the only degree of freedom we control is the rotation speed.
The action variable is therefore Rot, which can take three
different values: -1 for turning to the left, +1 for turning to
the right, and 0 for not turning.
The location variables at time t and t + ∆t have the same
domain. In our chosen internal representation, we assume that
the robot sees exactly one obstacle at a time. A location is
defined by the proximity and the angle of the robot to this

P (A | [Lt = l1 ] [Lt+∆t = l2 ]),
i.e. knowing that the current robot location is l1 and that the
location it has to reach is l2 , what is the action it needs to
apply? Therefore l2 is the chosen goal and by computing,
at each time step, the action to apply to move closer to it,
the robot is able reach it eventually. We call the question
P (A | [Lt = l1 ] [Lt+∆t = l2 ]) a behavior.
We can answer the question using our probabilistic dependency structure, by applying bayesian inference:
P (A | [Lt = l1 ] [Lt+∆t = l2 ])
∝ P ([Lt+∆t = l2 ] | A [Lt = l1 ]).

(2)
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Fig. 3. The robot applies the initial behavior for the learning (P rox = 0).
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The Dir and P rox variables.

obstacle. Thus, the location variable at time t is a pair of
variables: Dirt , for the direction of the obstacle and P roxt ,
for its proximity. The Dirt variable has 12 different integer
values, from -5 to 6. Fig. 2 shows the value repartition for
this variable. P roxt has 3 different values: P roxt = 0
(respectively 1, 2) when the robot center is roughly 44 cm
(respectively 35, 24) from the wall.
The variables being now instantiated, Eq. (1) becomes:
P (Dirt P roxt Rot P x0 . . . P x15 Dirt+∆t P roxt+∆t )
Y
= P (Dirt P roxt )P (Rot)
P (P xi | Dirt P roxt )
i

P (Dirt+∆t P roxt+∆t | Dirt P roxt Rot).
The 16 P (P xi | Dirt P roxt ) terms, which define the sensor
model, are Gaussian distributions defined by 16 µi1 , σ1i mean
and variance functions. In our experiment, these were learned
in a supervised manner, by putting the robot at a given
position with respect to an obstacle and recording 50 sensor
data.
The learned sensor model is used to compute, at each time
step, the current location in the Dirt , P roxt internal space,
given the sensory input. This is done by computing
P (Dirt P roxt | [P x0 = px0 ] . . . [P x15 = px15 ])
Y
∝
P ([P xi = pxi ] | Dirt P roxt ),
i

and by drawing a value at random for Dirt and P roxt over
this distribution. The obtained sensor model is precise enough
so that localization can be done directly, i.e. without using a
recursive localization estimate, as would be done usually in
a Markov localization framework.
C. Initial behavior and learning of the prediction term
The behavior known initially by the robot was a “random”
behavior. This behavior consists in drawing a value according
to a uniform distribution for Rot and maintaining the corresponding motor command for one second, before drawing a
new value. During the second when the motor command is
maintained, the robot has time to observe how this motor
command makes Dir and P rox vary, by recording their
values every 100 ms.
To learn the prediction term, this initial behavior was
applied with a zero translation speed. Thus, the learning
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required three phases, one for each possible values of P rox.
Fig. 3 shows the learning phase for P rox = 0, i.e. with the
robot rotating roughly 44 cm from the wall 1 . Each learning
phase was 5 minutes long.
During these 5 minutes, every 100 ms, the values of Dirt ,
P roxt and Rot were recorded. In this data history, it is
possible to know, for a given start location hdirt , proxt i and
applied action rot, the location of the robot at the next time
step. Indeed, hdirt , proxt , roti are a 3-tuple in the data, and
the next location hdirt+∆t , proxt+∆t i is given in the first
following 3-tuple (with ∆t = 100 ms) in the data history.
Thus, a set of Lt , A and Lt+∆t can be obtained.
Moreover, in this procedure for reconstructing the data, ∆t
needs not be 100 ms: it is possible to obtain sets of Lt , A and
Lt+∆t for ∆t = 200 ms, ∆t = 300 ms, etc. with the same
data history. For instance, the second 3-tuple following the
one giving Lt and A gives Lt+∆t with ∆t = 200 ms. The
only condition to use these two 3-tuples to build the set is to
make sure that the same motor command was applied during
the time span separating their recording. As these data were
recorded with the motor commands varying every second,
∆t = 1s at the most.
Once a ∆t is chosen, the different values of Lt+∆t found
for a given set of Lt and A are used to compute the µ2 and
σ2 functions defining the P (Lt+∆t | Lt A) probability distribution. As Lt+∆t is actually a pair hDirt+∆t , P roxt+∆t i,
the prediction term is a set of 2D Gaussian distributions, one
for each possible value of hdirt , proxt , roti.
IV. R ESULTS
The results presented here have all be obtained with ∆t =
900 ms during the learning phase. Fig. 4 illustrates some
of the probability distributions obtained for the prediction
term after learning. For instance, the leftmost probability
distribution of Fig. 4 encodes the knowledge that, starting
from Dirt = 0, P roxt = 1, when applying a rotation
speed of Rot = −1, the most probable position at t + ∆t
is Dirt+∆t = 1, P roxt+∆t = 1. In other words, if the robot
had the wall in front of it, at a medium distance, and it turned
to the left, then the wall would probably be on the right front
side of the robot.
Having thus learned the prediction term, we have used our
model with different questions. Every 100 ms, we draw a
value according to P (Rot | Dirt P roxt Dirt+∆t P roxt+∆t )
and send it to the motors. Using different values for Dirt+∆t
and P roxt+∆t allow us to generate different behaviors.
1 These pictures, and the ones in subsequent figures, are taken from movies
available at http://julien.diard.free.fr/research.html.

Fig. 4. Examples of probability distributions learned for the prediction term P (Dirt+∆t P roxt+∆t | Dirt P roxt Rot), with ∆t = 900 ms. On the left
(resp. middle, right), the prediction term for the starting location Dirt = 0, P roxt = 1 and motor command Rot = −1 (resp. Rot = 0, Rot = 1). For
instance, the left plot shows that if the robot had the wall in front of it, at a medium distance, and it turned to the left (Rot = −1), then the wall would
probably be on the right front side of the robot at the next time step.

A. Behaviors obtained for a zero translation speed
First, we generated behaviors with a zero translation speed.
The robot was put near a wall and we set Dirt+∆t to a given
value as a goal to reach, P roxt+∆t being set to the same
value as P roxt . In other words, the robot was asked to turn
on the spot in order to reach a certain angular position with
respect to the wall.
Fig. 4 and 5 illustrate how the probability distribution over
the rotation speed is computed, given an initial position dt , pt
and a position to reach dt+∆t , pt+∆t , in order to generate the
behavior. This corresponds to the instantiation of (2):


[Dirt = dt ] [P roxt = pt ]
P Rot
[Dirt+∆t = dt+∆t ] [P roxt+∆t = pt+∆t ]


[Dirt = dt ]
[Dirt+∆t = dt+∆t ]
[P roxt = pt ]  .
∝ P
[P roxt+∆t = pt+∆t ]
Rot
The lines under the plots in Fig. 4 illustrate how the
comparison between different Gaussian distributions in the
prediction term is made to compute the probability distribution over Rot. For instance, the left “cut point” corresponds
to the question where the goal is Dirt+∆t = −5 and
P roxt+∆t = 1. The three probability distributions with
different Rot values are evaluated at these “cut points”.
Fig. 5 shows the results after normalization: for instance,
the leftmost plot shows the computed distribution over Rot
given that Dirt = 0, P roxt = 1, Dirt+∆t = −5 and
P roxt+∆t = 1. This distribution gives a very high probability
for the motor command Rot = 1. In other words, in order
to move from a position where the wall is on the front to
a position where the wall in on the rear-left side, the robot
should turn on the right with a very high probability.
One should note that, whatever the distance between the
current location and the goal, our model does not require
any planning phase to compute this distribution. For instance
Dirt = 0 and Dirt+∆t = −5 describe a starting and goal
orientation that are very different. Nevertheless, the possible
commands to reach the goal can be compared thanks to the
way Gaussian distributions behave. Indeed, their numerical
values, far from their means, still help identify the action
that brings closer to the goal (compare the leftmost and
rightmost plots of Figure 4). However, we do not need an
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Fig. 5.
Examples of probability distributions computed for generating
behaviors: P (Rot | Dirt P roxt Dirt+∆t P roxt+∆t ). These situations
correspond to the same starting position (Dirt = 0, P roxt = 1) and three
different goals: on the left, Dirt+∆t = −5 et P roxt+∆t = 1, the middle
plot is Dirt+∆t = 0 et P roxt+∆t = 1, and on the right, Dirt+∆t = 2
et P roxt+∆t = 1. For instance, the left plot shows that in order to move
from a position where the wall is on the front to a position where the wall
in on the rear-left side, the robot should turn on the right with a very high
probability.

explicit planning phase also because the sensorimotor space in
the experiment is small and concerns a simple phenomenon.
It is the reason why we believe that a hierarchy of such
simple models representing a complex environment is easier
to handle than a complex unique model (see Section V-B).
To assess the quality of the obtained behavior, we asked the
robot to reach randomly generated values of Dirt+∆t . A new
value for Dirt+∆t was given as a command every 10 seconds.
Roughly 90% of the time, the robot successfully reached the
goal and stayed in position until a new command was issued.
The few cases when it did not reach the goal were due to
a representation issue of the Gaussian distributions along the
Dir dimension, this variable being an angle.
B. Behaviors for a non-zero translation speed
The following behaviors have been realized with a translation speed set to 20, which corresponds to a medium forward
speed (roughly 6 cm/s).
Firstly, we asked the robot to apply an “obstacle avoidance”
behavior. We achieved this by setting two goals, depending on
the current value of Dirt . The first one made the robot avoid
the obstacles by the right, and was applied when Dirt ≤ 0,
i.e. when the obstacle was in front or on the left of the robot.
In this case, the robot turns on its right, bringing the obstacle
on its back left side (Dir = −5). The second goal made the
robot avoid the obstacles by the left and was applied when
Dirt ≥ 1: the robot turns on its left to bring the obstacle to

Fig. 6.

Illustration of two new behaviors obtained, from top to bottom: “right wall following” (inside the arena and outside the arena) and “ball pushing”.

its back (Dir = 6). These goals correspond to the following
questions:
˛
«
˛ [Dirt = d] [P roxt = p]
, if − 5 ≤ d ≤ 0,
Rot ˛˛
[Dirt+∆t = −5] [P roxt+∆t = 0]
˛
«
„
˛ [Dirt = d] [P roxt = p]
, if 1 ≤ d ≤ 6.
P Rot ˛˛
[Dirt+∆t = 6] [P roxt+∆t = 0]
„

P

Secondly, we asked the robot to apply “wall following”
behaviors, either on the right or on the left. To obtain such
behaviors, we set three different goals, depending on the
value of P roxt . Indeed, we wanted the robot to follow the
wall without going closer to or further from it. As it made
its learning with a zero translation speed, it could not learn
any sensorimotor relationship for reaching values of P rox
different from its current value by using rotations. However,
when the robot is passing corners, it does go a little closer
to or a little further from the wall. To help it go back to a
medium distance, we asked three different questions of the
form (assuming a right wall following behavior):
˛
˛
Rot ˛˛
˛
„
˛
P Rot ˛˛
˛
„
˛
P Rot ˛˛
„

P

[Dirt = d] [P roxt = 0]
[Dirt+∆t = 2] [P roxt+∆t = 1]

«

[Dirt = d] [P roxt = 1]
[Dirt+∆t = 3] [P roxt+∆t = 1]

«

[Dirt = d] [P roxt = 2]
[Dirt+∆t = 4] [P roxt+∆t = 1]

«

„

V. D ISCUSSION
A. Open issues

, if P roxt = 0,
, if P roxt = 1,
, if P roxt = 2.

We obtained “wall following” behaviors that can be applied
inside or outside the arena (see Fig. 6).
Finally, we checked that, even if the robot learned the
model in front of a board standing as a wall, it was possible to
generalize the new behaviors to other types of environment.
This is possible thanks to the fact that our model is a
sensorimotor relationship rather than a precise geometric
description of the environment. We therefore used a ball, and
created a new “ball pushing” behavior by asking the following
question:
P

With this question, the robot goes closer to the ball when it
is in the robot proximity. Once the robot touches the ball, it
pushes it and, if someone puts the ball on the side, the robot
turns so as to be once again in front of it. Fig. 6 illustrates
this new behavior.
It is also possible to apply the previous behaviors in this
new environment. We obtained two new behaviors: “ball
avoidance” as a derivative of “obstacle avoidance” and “ball
orbiting” as a derivative of “wall following”.
To assess the quality of the obtained behaviors, we applied
two criteria. The first one was a “recognition” criterion: the
different behaviors needed to be identifiable by a human
observer. The other criterion concerned the stability of the
obtained behaviors: for instance, for the “obstacle avoidance”
and “wall following” behaviors, we checked experimentally
that the behavior could be applied for a long time without
colliding with obstacles.

˛
«
˛ [Dirt = d] [P roxt = p]
Rot ˛˛
.
[Dirt+∆t = 0][P roxt+∆t = 2]
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1) ∆t selection: The results presented Section IV have
been obtained with ∆t = 900 ms for the learning of the
prediction term. With smaller values, the results are not as
successful. Indeed, ∆t is the size of the observation window
for the variations of Dir, P rox. The smaller the ∆t, the
smaller the time for Dir to vary. This results in observations
where the value of Dirt+∆t is the same as the value of
Dirt . Too many such data mean that the robot learns that the
application of a non-zero rotation speed most of the time does
not affect the value of Dir. As a result, it can not compute
the correct action to perform to reach the goal, because it has
learned that all the actions will probably not make it move in
the Dir, P rox internal space.
We have therefore studied, in the experimental data, the
amount of data where Dirt+∆t = Dirt and P roxt+∆t =
P roxt , as a function of ∆t (see Fig. 7). One can see that for
∆t = 100 ms, roughly 70% of the observations are of this

two models are obtained, we will combine them using the
Superposition operator, and study what new behaviors can be
obtained.
Also, we would like to point out that the relevance of
this incremental learning scenario in a biological development
context is an interesting issue.

% of data where Dirt=Dirt+∆t and Proxt=Proxt+∆t
0.8
0.7
0.6
0.5
0.4
0.3
0.2

VI. C ONCLUSION
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Fig. 7. Percentage of the number of data where Dirt+∆t = Dirt and
P roxt+∆t = P roxt as a function of ∆t.

type. In our experiment, we have selected empirically the ∆t
that gave the best results in terms of behavior quality. We
are currently studying methods for comparing models with
different ∆t in a Bayesian manner, thus enabling inference
about this parameter, in order to compute the most relevant
∆t for a given situation.
2) Choice of the initial behavior: During our experiment,
we tested several initial behaviors. We presented the one that
gave the best results, i.e. that lead to a better learning of
the prediction term. Indeed, as our probabilistic model is a
model of the entire sensorimotor space, it can not be learned
correctly if the initial behavior does not explore this space
completely. For instance, we also used an “avoiding obstacle”
behavior, which covered only 18,8% of the sensorimotor
space for a 5-minute learning phase. Consequently, the choice
of the initial behavior is not a trivial one and is dependent
of the sensorimotor space the robot has to explore. Given
a sensorimotor space, designing, in a principled manner, an
initial behavior that explores it adequately is an open issue.
However, in small sensorimotor spaces, as in our experiment,
the random exploration strategy is a good candidate.
B. Putting together several Bayesian Maps
We have previously noted that the simplicity of our model
made it tractable. In particular, no planning phase was explicitly required. But this simplicity, in our view, is not a
limit, as we believe that it could be a basis for building
hierarchies of models. Indeed, as previously mentioned, our
long term goal is to use the Bayesian Map formalism and
its Operators (Abstraction, Superposition) for putting together
such models of the environment. These models are combined
using behaviors as resources, which justifies our focus on
behavior generation in this study.
So, a part of our current work aims at learning another
probabilistic model based on the one we learned, so as to
combine them into a richer model. More precisely, the new
behaviors allow the robot to navigate in the environment.
It can thus gather new experimental data related to another
sensory modality. In a supplementary experiment, we will
use the “obstacle avoidance” behavior we learned, so as to
identify another internal representation modeling the influence
of the Koala’s movements on its light sensors. Once the
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In this article, we have described a robotic experiment
where a probabilistic model was learned based on data
gathered during the application of an initial behavior. This
probabilistic model was an internal representation of the
sensorimotor space of the robot, and could be used to generate
new behaviors. We have described the implementation of
this experiment on a Koala robot, and outlined good results,
thanks to the variety of behaviors that were successfully
generated out of the learned model.
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